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Abstract: We report on studies of state-populations during the two-photon absorption process
using intense X-ray pulses. The calculations were performed in a time-dependent manner using a
simple three-level model expressed by coupled rate equations. We show that the proposed approach
describes well the measured rates of X-rays excited in the one-photon and two-photon absorption
processes, and allows detailed investigation of the state population dynamics during the course
of the incident X-ray pulse. Finally, we demonstrate that the nonlinear interaction of X-ray pulses
with atoms leads to a time-narrowing of state populations. This narrowing-effect is attributed to a
quadratic incidence X-ray intensity dependence characteristic for nonlinear interactions of photons
with matter.
Keywords: X-ray nonlinear processes; two-photon absorption; rate equations

1. Introduction
In X-ray spectroscopy, the photon absorption and emission processes are usually treated within
a weak photon-matter interaction limit, which implies that photon-in and photon-out processes are
linearly correlated. However, for strong enough X-ray fields, the nonlinear regime may be accessed
and multi-photon processes are possible, leading to a nonlinear dependence of the X-ray photons
in/out signals. Such a nonlinear regime, available for many years at optical frequencies in laser
spectroscopy [1–4], remained an unexplored area at X-ray wavelengths due to the lack of strong
enough X-ray sources. The ability to access nonlinear light-matter interactions at X-ray wavelengths
became possible only recently thanks to the development of X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFELs) [5,6].
In contrast to the optical laser wavelengths, the photon-atom interaction at hard X-ray wavelengths
involves bound core-electrons, and leads to the excitation of intermediate electronic states with
sub-femtosecond lifetimes [7–10]. Consequently, at femtosecond-durations, the intense pulses made
available by XFELs presently allow us to access a thus-far-uninvestigated area of physics, and to probe
the physical mechanisms that drive the nonlinear interaction of X-rays with matter [11–13].
With regard to applications, the two-photon absorption (TPA) process using hard X-rays allows
access to different excitation states of matter, thanks to the specific selection rules for electronic
transitions. In contrast to the one photon absorption (OPA) process, which is determined by
dipole-allowed transitions, the TPA process requests a change in the electron orbital quantum number
by ±2 or 0, thus allowing access to quadrupole or forbidden excitations. This opens new avenues for
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or 0, thus allowing access to quadrupole or forbidden excitations. This opens new avenues for
studying unexplored electronic states of matter via two‐photon absorption. However, the application
studying unexplored electronic states of matter via two-photon absorption. However, the application
of TPA at XFELs for studying electronic excitations is still problematic in practice. Because of low
of TPA at XFELs for studying electronic excitations is still problematic in practice. Because of
cross‐sections, the TPA process is competing with other first‐ and second‐order photon‐atom
low cross-sections, the TPA process is competing with other first- and second-order photon-atom
interactions, which have to be considered, in particular, for ultrashort X‐ray pulses. Consequently,
interactions, which have to be considered, in particular, for ultrashort X-ray pulses. Consequently,
knowledge of the time‐evolution of the population of states, as well as on the subsequent X‐ray
knowledge of the time-evolution of the population of states, as well as on the subsequent X-ray
emission process for ultrashort X‐ray pulses, is crucial in order to interpret the experimental results
emission process for ultrashort X-ray pulses, is crucial in order to interpret the experimental results
from XFELs.
from XFELs.
In the present paper, we combine the results of a TPA/OPA experiment performed in the Linac
In the present paper, we combine the results of a TPA/OPA experiment performed in the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [13], in which the X‐rays indicating the TPA and OPA processes were
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [13], in which the X-rays indicating the TPA and OPA processes
measured, with time‐dependent calculations allowing us to interpret the one‐ and two‐photon
were measured, with time-dependent calculations allowing us to interpret the one- and two-photon
absorption process for ultrashort hard X‐ray pulses. In these calculations, we used a three‐level
absorption process for ultrashort hard X-ray pulses. In these calculations, we used a three-level atomic
atomic state model to describe the time‐evolution of a population of excited electronic states during
state model to describe the time-evolution of a population of excited electronic states during the
the course of a femtosecond‐duration X‐ray pulse. In this way, we could follow the time dependences
course of a femtosecond-duration X-ray pulse. In this way, we could follow the time dependences of
of population states and subsequent X‐ray emission for both linear and nonlinear atomic response.
population states and subsequent X-ray emission for both linear and nonlinear atomic response.
The predictions of the presented model are in good agreement with the measured X‐ray rates
The predictions of the presented model are in good agreement with the measured X-ray rates
corresponding to one‐ and two‐photon absorption in copper near the K‐absorption edge. We also
corresponding to one- and two-photon absorption in copper near the K-absorption edge. We also
demonstrate a narrowing effect in population states generated through the nonlinear two‐photon
demonstrate a narrowing effect in population states generated through the nonlinear two-photon
absorption mechanism.
absorption mechanism.
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radiative decay of the N3 state on the TPA process. We assumed that the excitation of the N3 state is
possible only through the intermediate N2 state, i.e., only a sequential two-photon absorption process
is possible. Direct, simultaneous two-photon absorption is neglected here, because it is expected
that the cross-sections for this process are three orders of magnitude lower than the sequential TPA
mechanism [9].
Assuming a sequential model for the two-photon absorption mechanism, the following rate
equations are considered:
N ( t ) N3 ( t )
dN1
= −I(t) × (N1 (t) × σ1,2 − N2 (t) × σ1,2 ) + 2
+
,
dt
τ2
τ3

(1)

N (t)
dN2
= I(t) × (N1 (t) × σ1,2 − N2 (t) × σ2,3 − N2 (t) × σ1,2 ) − 2 ,
dt
τ2

(2)

dN3
N (t)
= I(t) × N2 (t) × σ2,3 − 3 ,
dt
τ3

(3)

N1 (t) + N2 (t) + N3 (t) = N,

(4)

where I(t) describes the time structure of the incident X-ray pulse and dN1 /dt, dN2 /dt, dN3 /dt are
the decay rates of the initial, intermediate, and ionized states of an atom at time t. The cross-sections
σ1,2 and σ2,3 represent transition probabilities between the N1 and N2 , and the N2 and N3 states,
respectively. In Equation (1), the first term describes the transitions between states N1 and N2 due to
photon absorption and stimulated emission processes, respectively. The N2 /τ2 and N3 /τ3 terms in
this equation describe the N1 -state decay rates for radiative transitions from the N2 and N3 levels with
lifetimes τ2 and τ3 , respectively. Similarly, Equation (2) describes the N2 state which can be populated
by photon absorption from the N1 level or alternatively depopulated either by absorption of a second
photon moving the system to the N3- state or by stimulated emission as well as by a radiative decay
with lifetime τ2 to the N1 -state. Finally, the N3 states are populated from the N2 state through the
absorption of a second X-ray photon, and depopulated by a decay onto the N1 ground state with
radiative lifetime τ3 . The number of electrons N in the 3-level system is conserved, and the initial
condition N1 (t = 0) = N and N2 (t = 0) = N3 (t = 0) = 0 was assumed.
3. Results
3.1. Details on the Computation
In order to compare the predictions of the time-dependent X-ray emission rates obtained from the
3-level model with available experimental data, the calculations were performed for a copper atom
and an incident X-ray photon energy close to the Cu-K-shell edge. The details of the experimental
setup and the data analysis can be found in [13]. Thanks to a relatively small detuning of only 12 eV
with respect to the ionization threshold, both one- and two-photon absorption channels were probed
in this experiment by measuring simultaneously the X-rays from a radiative decay of the intermediate
state excited through inelastic scattering of the incident photons, as well as the non-resonant Kα1,2
X-rays resulting from the two-photon absorption process. The X-ray signatures of the TPA and OPA
processes were measured with a high-resolution von Hamos diffraction spectrometer. The experiment
thus provided information on the flux and incident X-ray energy dependences for the TPA mechanism.
In the present calculations, the photon absorption cross sections for the N1 → N2 and N2 → N3
excitations were taken from the reported experimental values [13], which were determined to be
σ1,2 = 5.5 × 10−22 cm2 and σ2,3 = 1.4 × 10−16 cm2 . Similarly, the atomic lifetimes for the N2 and N3
states were fixed to τ2 = 5.4 × 10−17 s and τ3 = 4.42 × 10−17 s, respectively.
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value of 30 fs as reported in the experiment. This approximation was made since the experiment
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In Figure 2, the measured X‐ray emission rates corresponding to the OPA and TPA processes
are plotted versus the fluence of the incident X‐ray photons. The expected linear (f = ax) and quadratic
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Figure 2. Comparison between calculated (solid line) and measured (squares) X‐ray rates at different
Figure
2. Comparison between calculated (solid line) and measured (squares) X-ray rates at different
incidence X‐ray flux for one photon absorption (OPA) (blue) and two‐photon absorption (TPA) (red)
incidence X-ray flux for one photon absorption (OPA) (blue) and two-photon absorption (TPA) (red)
processes. The experimental results were obtained at the Linac Coherent Light Source(LCLS) X‐ray
processes. The experimental results were obtained at the Linac Coherent Light Source(LCLS) X-ray
Free Electron Laser and are taken from Ref. [13].
Free Electron Laser and are taken from Ref. [13].

In Figure 2, the measured X-ray emission rates corresponding to the OPA and TPA processes are
plotted versus the fluence of the incident X-ray photons. The expected linear (f = ax) and quadratic
dependencies (f = ax2 ) of the measured rates for OPA and TPA processes, respectively, can be clearly
seen. The calculated slope of the linear dependence of the OPA signal provides a one-photon absorption
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cross-section of 5.6 × 10−22 cm2 . Since the data are plotted on Log-Log scale, the TPA quadratic nature
is distinguished from different curve slope as compared to OPA dependence. This value is in agreement
with the reported experimental cross-section of 5.5 × 10−22 cm2 . The calculated coefficient of the
quadratic function describing the TPA intensity is equal to 2.8 × 10−55 cm4 s, hence a qualitative
agreement with the fitted experimental value of 4.1 × 10−55 cm4 s is given. The obtained results
validate, the assumptions made in the theoretical three-level system model, including assumption of a
Appl.
Sci. 2017,
7, 652for the temporal profile of the incident X-ray pulse.
5 of 8
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In Figure 3a, we show the population N1 of the ground state versus the time, which is
In Figure 3a, we show the population N1 of the ground state versus the time, which is
anticorrelated with the time evolution of the incident X‐ray pulse. Consequently, both curves exhibit
anticorrelated with the time evolution of the incident X-ray pulse. Consequently, both curves exhibit
the same width and extrema positions. After the incident X‐ray pulse ends, the population of the
the same width and extrema positions. After the incident X-ray pulse ends, the population of the
ground state completely recovers its initial value N1 = N through decays from the N2 and N3 states.
ground state completely recovers its initial value N1 = N through decays from the N2 and N3 states.
The population of the intermediate state, plotted in Figure 3b, is fully correlated with the incident X‐
The population of the intermediate state, plotted in Figure 3b, is fully correlated with the incident X-ray
ray pulse and anticorrelated with the ground state. The biggest difference, shown in Figure 3c, is
pulse and anticorrelated with the ground state. The biggest difference, shown in Figure 3c, is observed
observed for a continuum state, which is populated by the TPA process. While the peak value in time
for a continuum state, which is populated by the TPA process. While the peak value in time for the
for the N3 population state is at the same position as for the peak of the incident X‐ray pulse, the
N3 population state is at the same position as for the peak of the incident X-ray pulse, the width of
width of the N3 population state evolution is significantly narrower. We find that, while the incident
the N3 population state evolution is significantly narrower. We find that, while the incident X-ray
X‐ray pulse is 30 fs long, the population of the N3 state can be characterized with a Gaussian shape
of about 21 fs width. Finally, as noticed above for the N1 state population recovery at the end of X‐
ray pulse, the populations of both the N2 and N3 states vanish to zero through the decays of these
states to the ground state.
Using the presented 3‐level model approach, we extracted the full widths at half maximum for
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pulse is 30 fs long, the population of the N3 state can be characterized with a Gaussian shape of about
21 fs width. Finally, as noticed above for the N1 state population recovery at the end of X-ray pulse,
the populations of both the N2 and N3 states vanish to zero through the decays of these states to the
ground state.
Using the presented 3-level model approach, we extracted the full widths at half maximum for
the populations of the intermediate (N2 ) and continuum (N3 ) states for X-ray fluxes varying in the
range of 1030 –1033 photons/cm2 s. The results are presented in Figure 4, which confirms our previous
observations. The calculated population N3 of the continuum state presents a narrowing effect, which
leads to a shorter time distribution of the states populated through the two-photon absorption. The
Appl. calculations
Sci. 2017, 7, 652
6 of 8 2 s, the
performed
demonstrate that at higher X-ray flux, i.e., above 1032 photons/cm
widths of the populations of the intermediate and continuum states systematically increase (Figure 4).
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population as a function of the incident X‐ray flux. The assumed width of the X‐ray pulse was 30 fs
population as a function of the incident X-ray flux. The assumed width of the X-ray pulse was 30 fs
and is drawn for comparison as a horizontal dotted line.
and is drawn for comparison as a horizontal dotted line.
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the TPA mechanism.
state is about 21.4 fs. We found that this effect can be explained by an effective square‐
dependence of the excitation of these atomic states on the incident photon flux due to the two‐photon
absorption process. In fact, this dependence manifests, in the occurrence of the nonlinear X‐ray
interaction with matter. Indeed, the two‐photon absorption process scales with the square of the
applied X‐ray intensity. Therefore, the employed Gaussian‐like incident X‐ray pulse will effectively
act as the squared Gaussian profile. The Gauss‐square function, in comparison with the nominal
Gauss‐shape function, will exhibit a width that is narrower by a factor of 2−1/2 (i.e., ≈ 1.41). Indeed, this
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As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the population N3 of continuum states is about 30% narrower
than the population N2 of the intermediate state and thus also narrower than the applied incident
X-ray flux. While the incident X-ray flux width is 30 fs, the estimated width for the population
of the continuum state is about 21.4 fs. We found that this effect can be explained by an effective
square-dependence of the excitation of these atomic states on the incident photon flux due to the
two-photon absorption process. In fact, this dependence manifests, in the occurrence of the nonlinear
X-ray interaction with matter. Indeed, the two-photon absorption process scales with the square of the
applied X-ray intensity. Therefore, the employed Gaussian-like incident X-ray pulse will effectively
act as the squared Gaussian profile. The Gauss-square function, in comparison with the nominal
Gauss-shape function, will exhibit a width that is narrower by a factor of 2−1/2 (i.e., ≈ 1.41). Indeed,
this observation is in perfect agreement with the observed narrowing, i.e., the ratio of 30 fs to 21.4 fs
is equal to 1.4. This is also confirmed in Figure 3c, where the Gaussian-square function (dotted line)
is compared with the calculated population of the continuum state, and both profiles are in perfect
agreement. Finally, we would like to note that the discussed narrowing effect should be taken into
consideration, in general, for the cross-section determination of nonlinear processes. As reported
in [13], the experimental data were normalized while assuming that the incident X-ray pulse has a
Gaussian shape. While this normalization is valid for linear processes, it seems that in nonlinear
interaction cases the normalization factor resulting from the time distribution of the incident X-ray
flux should be, in addition, divided by a factor if 2−1/2 for the two-photon processes. It is expected
that, for this reason, the cross-sections calculated here for TPA mechanism should again be lower, by a
factor of about 1.4, than the discussed experimental results.
Finally, we would like to comment on the observed increase of widths of population profiles
for excited states, here both N2 and N3 , at higher incidence X-ray flux. As can be seen in Figure 4,
for incident X-ray fluxes above 1032 photons/cm2 s, both time profiles for these states become wider,
however the ratio of their widths remains constant and is equal to about 1.4. The observed increase in
the width for the OPA and TPA processes may be considered as a first indication that the saturation
regime for nonlinear interaction is approached [15,16]. The atomic state response and state populations
no longer follow the incident photon pulse profile, and therefore cannot be evaluated with a simple
Gaussian-like approximation. Indeed, the saturation of absorption effects were reported for metallic
Fe at X-ray flux intensities of 8.4 × 1034 photons/cm2 ·s [16]. At the present point, the studies of such
effects need more theoretical investigation, as well as experimental verifications.
Though the present simulations were performed with a simplified Gaussian-like pulse structure,
this is still a good approximation for single-shot pulse shapes expected during self-seeded operation
of an XFEL [6,14]. In addition, since the experimental data was taken in a cumulative measurement
where many pulses were summed together to improve the signal-to-noise, a Gaussian pulse shape is
a good representation of the average incident pulse shape. We show that the reported narrowing of
atomic states populated through nonlinear interaction relates to a square-dependence of the applied
X-ray pulse intensity not to the incident X-ray pulse shape. Further research should address other
phenomena that may be related to the single-pulse interaction with SASE-like structure. For example,
one may investigate the structure and envelope of the applied X-ray pulse. Moreover, different
parameters describing the SASE structure of the incident beam may be evaluated, like spike width and
spike separation in the time domain. We anticipate that these effects will start to become significant
as they approach the timescales of atomic core-hole lifetimes. For any such single-shot simulations
and experiments not only does the experiment require precise measurement of the incident beam
properties, but the simulation parameters need to be carefully tuned to match the specific XFEL facility
at which the experiment takes place.
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